**Regional ATODA Prevention SOW**

**Goal 5:** Create a unified vision for ATODA prevention and a platform in which to advocate for priority needs, funding allocations, prevention programming, policies and practices within the State’s new Purchasing Collaborative framework.

**Objective 1:** A Judicial District or regional ATODA prevention plan that focuses on policy and environmental strategies will be utilized for state level decision making regarding the represented Local Behavioral Health Collaborative and its geographic area.

**Activities:**

1. Advocate for a strong ATODA prevention presence in all decision and policy-making and priority setting by attending Local Collaborative meetings on a **monthly** basis.

2. Bridge the county and Local Collaborative areas of interest concerning ATODA prevention planning by attending County Health Council meetings **regularly**.

3. Attend **all** Prevention Advocates meetings and be prepared to report on the Local Collaborative meetings in which you have participated.

4. Communicate with and/or convene all prevention providers in your Judicial District/Region on a **quarterly** basis to obtain input and develop the environmental strategies and policy plan to present to the Local Collaborative.

5. Draft/update a regional/judicial district ATODA prevention plan that prioritizes prevention goals and identifies best practice or evidence based approaches in policy, environmental strategies, and community mobilization by March 31st, 2009.

6. Work with the Local Collaborative and Health Councils in the Judicial District to integrate this prevention plan into all appropriate activities.

**Process Evaluation:** Meeting minutes, attendance sheets, notes describing information presented, and narrative or notes describing input from prevention providers across the region.

**Outcome Evaluation:** Judicial District Plan, evidence of integration of prevention planning process into the local collaborative plans.